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COMMUNAL GATHERING UPDATES: The book update; Volume 1 Dutch translation is half 

finished and there are two proofreaders checking the first half. Volume 2 index is complete, the 

back cover text approved, and two versions prepared for final proofread. Volume 2 will be released 

for delivery in December. Volume 3 is receiving 2nd edit. Our book is available on Lulu.com, just 

type in FHSTOS. 

 

Update on the Spreaker site, I have been going through the shows and inserting the dates in the 

correct order. This now makes it easier to find the past archived shows. There is still a few from 

2017 to set to the correct date format, that should be done this week. 

 

This month the TPC Gardening and Non-GMO Communal Gathering discussed the importance 

 

of making positive connections in our local communities, to encourage farmers and gardeners to 

 

come together and pool their resources. 

 

We shared success stories of members who have been able to source out free raw materials for 

 

soil building and landscaping, that would otherwise be put in landfill. We also discussed ways 

members have made their own gardening tools from scrap metal and repurposed items. 

 

The Fruit and Nuts Section of the Gardening Guide is nearly complete and we will be compiling 

the General Gardening Information section in November. 

 

We are really enjoying our weekly zooms on Saturdays at 9:00 am MST or 11:00 am EST. 

 

Anyone wishing to join can find the zoom link in the Community Gatherings Forum under the 

Gardening CG Zoom Link Topic. 

 

We discussed women and the women’s liberation. Women basically sold out their families to work 

for money and sacrificed the safety of their families. Their qualifications for relationships are 

devoid of character and human traits and focused on money, status and looks. Women must trust 

themselves and drop the judgment/comparative/competitive. Our energy must flow. It is critical to 

go within and cut or pull cords that do not serve us.  

 

We also discussed silence - when is it appropriate? When do we need to speak and why? Are we 

comfortable with silence? Why or why not? We must learn to be comfortable with silence and 

going within for our answers.  
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The Peoples Colors are changing our focus. We are assembling a tiktok meme illustrating our unity 

focus for humanity with reference to TPC. We will debut to our THI family before launching.  

 

The Health & Wellness group have begun to write a booklet teaching the concepts of taking 

responsibility for our own health through self-care and self-healing. The booklet covers topics 

including breath work, cleansing, fasting, nutrition and sleep, etc. We will also cover the 

importance of spiritual practices, including clearing, centering, grounding and shielding, in 

maintaining health and balance.  We had a very productive zoom call on Sunday, October 30th 

and invite others to join us for our next meeting on November 13th at 9 am MT. 

 

In October; The Law Team delivered the Intro to Law Series - Part 7 on logic, rhetoric and 

argument. This module explains how logic and rhetoric form the foundation of argument, and why 

the BAR Guild system has discouraged these tools from general use. When logical fallacies are 

part of an argument, the courts can discount any argument and activate existing powers of attorney, 

as the absence of clear logic in an argument is proof of incompetence, justifying the claim that a 

defendant is an idiot or an infant with no mind. Part 9 of the Intro Series is scheduled for Sunday, 

Nov 13. It is a deep dive into how the BAR Guild courts operate and the 12 presumptions, that if 

not rebutted, any one of them can lead to negative outcomes. The monthly intro series continues 

to be well attended, leading to some great discussions about the law and deeper insights into how 

we are being manipulated. Many of the internet law "gurus" out there, tend to focus on maritime, 

merchant, commerce, contract and common law, which is where the Guild wants us to focus our 

attention, as this keeps us in their system, a system founded on fraud and force which thrives on 

controversy and conflict. It also helps maintain the illusion that the BAR system operates under 

the rule of law, rather than the truth. That it is a private system where contractors acting as public 

officials make up the rules to suit them. It is a system that obtains our tacit consent through 

ignorance, an ignorance they created by hiding the true meaning of words, the foundation of the 

law and limiting our ability to argue effectively and rebut their fraudulent claims. Discussions are 

also underway to set up a new study group that will meet more frequently. The first topic to be 

explored will be the Ucadia Community model and what can be learned from the ideas presented. 

Dates and frequency of the meetings are still to be decided. The Law team also continues to provide 

input to the New Blueprint and subsequent material yet to be released. 

 

 Can everyone check their credit/debit card expiry dates, as a number of donators have been 

stopped the past two months for expired cards. Once again I wish to thank all of you for donating 

to me and or the TPC, it is always appreciated. 

 

DRUM ROLL: The big news from the TPC is, we have an official Director Secretary now 

supporting and working for us, a big welcome to Marnie Patterson. We have also now confirmed 

the other Director will be Roger Isaacs after an interim period was over, and officially now the full 

director. Both will work alongside me and I am looking forward to working with them on how we 

can improve the TPC even more. Both directors like myself will not be paid for their services, they 
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are doing it out of kindness of their own hearts and the desire to help us all. I want to thank Holly 

in her former role as Secretary, and she will be staying on as a chairwoman role within the TPC 

organization. We are creating a second TPC company that will be run with the same principals and 

moral fortitude as the main branch. This will be for several start-up companies all operated by TPC 

members, with the added bonus of that it will generate more income for the TPC. That is the whole 

purpose of taking this forward. TPC style jobs for members, jobs they are happy to be doing and 

the TPC will reap the benefits of some profits as well. So, it is a win-win-win solution for everyone. 

As for me I am delighted now we have got new drive to take the TPC forward with people more 

specialized in skill sets that I don’t have. I have done my best for and by the people of THI for 6.5 

years for no recompense, but delighted we were able to help so many members who were in need 

of support. That is what the TPC is all about helping others and helping each other, based on trust, 

collectiveness and a large helping of service to others. With the TPC and the second company 

about to be launched, we will now be able to kick on a great deal with the extra help I have received. 

These really are exciting times to be a part of THI & TPC, as we march forward in the flower of 

life pattern that is all inclusive, not exclusive. 

 

NEWS: The price of oil produced in California this year reached its highest level in a decade. 

President Biden is releasing millions of barrels of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve to keep 

prices in check. (M) No he will sell them to China again, like the last lot. And fossil fuel 

companies’ earnings are so high that Gov. Gavin Newsom has called for a windfall tax on their 

profits. Fossil fuels (M) abiotic fuels, they are capped for a reason, for them to fill back up. It might 

seem like a lucrative time to drill for oil in the Golden State. Yet, some of the world’s largest oil 

companies, several of which have done business in the state for more than a century, are selling 

assets and beginning to pull out of California. Even with strong cash flow in the short term, 

producers have more to gain from offloading wells and the associated liability, chiefly the 

expensive environmental cleanup, than from pumping more oil and gas, experts say. This is the 

kind of deal you see when an industry is in its twilight, said Andrew Logan, senior director for oil 

and gas at Ceres, a nonprofit focused on sustainability in companies and markets. Some industry 

experts, lawmakers and environmentalists are concerned about the recent deals, noting that the 

sales shift environmental liability from corporate powerhouses to less-capitalized firms, increasing 

the risk that aging wells will be left orphaned, unplugged and leaking oil, brine and climate-

warming methane. They see a threat that the state’s oil industry could repeat a pattern seen in other 

extractive industries like coal mining and lead to taxpayers bearing the cleanup costs. Shell and 

ExxonMobil recently agreed to sell more than 23,000 wells in California, which they owned 

through a joint venture called Aera Energy, to a German asset management group IKAV for an 

estimated $4 billion. Aera accounts for about a quarter of California’s oil and gas production, 

largely from pumping in Kern and Ventura counties. Are we seeing the end of the oil? Or is there 

something the public don’t know yet about California. Interesting pondering, particularly for 

members living in California. 
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An intruder who attacked the husband of US House of Representatives Speaker Nancy Pelosi was 

searching for the Democratic politician, reports say. 

 

Paul Pelosi, 82, was taken to hospital after a break-in at their California home on Friday morning. 

 

The suspect has been identified as a 42-year-old man and has been charged with attempted 

homicide. 

 

He broke a glass rear door and after confronting Mr. Pelosi reportedly shouted: Where is Nancy? 

 

Mrs. Pelosi was in Washington, and not at the San Francisco residence, when the incident took 

place. 

 

Mr. Pelosi is reported to have suffered blunt force trauma to the head. He is being treated for severe 

bruising and swelling, as well as other injuries. 

 

THI will never condone violence, it has never worked for anyone. Yet one has to ask is; is this the 

start of the public backlash we warned of, unless they step down in a peaceable manner? Too many 

know the truth now, and too many people’s lives have been ruined by politicians and other 

agencies, that it was almost inevitable a backlash will occur. This maybe the first, but don’t expect 

it to be the last. 

 

With the upcoming coronation of King Charles III, the Canadian province of Quebec is resurfacing 

a debate on the country's ties to the British monarchy. 

 

Last week there was a vote on whether Canada should sever ties with the monarchy, after Bloc 

Quebecois leader Yves-Francois Blanchet tabled a motion that forced a conversation in House of 

Commons about the Crown. 

 

His move follows the refusal of 14 recently-elected Quebec politicians to recite an oath of 

allegiance to the King during their swearing-in to the provincial legislature, as required by 

Canadian law. 

 

Speaking to reporters, Mr. Blanchet admitted that his motion is likely to fail, but he said the failure 

will show Quebecers that federal politicians prefer to support the King than the people. 

 

In Canada, the monarch now King Charles is the head of state. The monarchy serves a mainly 

symbolic role, with the power to govern entrusted to the Canadian government. (M) Do they 

seriously believe that? It is run by the Crown, just like America. 
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Changing the current system would need approval from both the House of Commons and the 

Senate in parliament, as well as the unanimous consent of all 10 provinces. 

 

Members of Canada's governing Liberal party have already said they will oppose the motion. 

 

While Mr. Blanchet's motion may fail, the future of Quebec politicians who refused to swear the 

oath to the Crown remains uncertain. 

 

Their refusal could lead to a bill that seeks to redefine the requirement to take the oath of allegiance 

in the province, if they are able to sit in Quebec's legislature at all and political watchers say they 

are eager to see how the dispute unfolds. 

 

Opinion polls suggest Canada as a whole remains divided on the monarchy. In an Ipsos survey 

conducted following the death of Queen Elizabeth II, over half of Canadian respondents 54%, said 

their country should sever its ties with the Crown. 

 

That sentiment is strongest in Quebec, where 79% agreed. The point is, it is fine by me severing 

from the Crown, but what happens next? Will the Canadian authorities replace it with another anti-

people establishment or do something truly radical and go for a government for and by the people 

only? The bill did ultimately fail with 266 voting no and 44 voting yes to end it, with a number of 

abstentions. 

 

This is an interesting a very positive story in overview. Israel’s hi-tech industry is being hit by an 

unsettling and concerning wave of lay-offs, with seven companies in the sector firing over 740 

employees in the past week alone. This is the result of major financial concerns fueled by economic 

instability and a potential impending recession hitting global markets. Antidote Health, OrCam, 

Snyk, Vee, Fundbox, Cybereason and Hewlett-Packard alike have all fired a large chunk of 

employees. Each firm published a supposedly sensitive statement regretfully announcing the 

layoffs, from messages claiming that the company had been forced to fire people in order to adjust 

to the situation in the market. To others claiming that it is the fault of significant market shifts that 

they must restructure, which is a toned-down word for firing people. In reality, it is a difficult 

industry to push through in the current state of the market. Financial care must be taken in order 

to prevent potentially massive losses, not only to individual companies, but to Israel’s hi-tech 

industry as a whole. Which is extremely strong even on a global scale, and serves as the local 

economy’s main growth engine. Can’t be that strong can it? The reality is that these companies 

are simply trying to stay afloat. While it’s hard to blame them, this does induce a heavy wave of 

empathy toward the massive number of employees who have already been laid off. Predictions for 

the hi-tech market in Israel have been rocky to say the least, and many analysts are concerned that 

this is just the beginning of a massive wave of lay-offs and cuts that could affect many Israeli hi-

tech employees and companies. This following the issues in China and their chip industry we 

reported recently, does not bode well it seems. Why is that good news? Because these technocrats 
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wanted to develop a very sick technocratic world of ultimate surveillance and tyranny. This news 

along with the Meta failures and subsequently their Metaverse world also appears to be collapsing 

as well. I guess that could well go down as another potential failure and another thing that on the 

current face of it, is not working either. I guess the consciousness rising is continue to have a major 

effect on the dark forces and their insidious plans. 

 

Yet again rampant corruption in New York, all whilst the people struggle with increased prices on 

everything and their budgets and lifestyles get more and more impossible. Gov. Hochul gave 

herself nearly $1 billion for a slush fund in this summer's state budget, with no restrictions on what 

projects or groups she could spend the money on. It allowed her to hand out cash with no review 

by the Legislature. Critics claim she has used the enormous amount of taxpayers' cash in an 

unethical bid to buy votes, or control political groups in the forthcoming election against 

Republican Lee Zeldin. The governor and her Democratic allies in the Legislature added the $920 

million worth of outlays to the $220.5 billion fiscal plan, in an 11th-hour move in April that 

government watchdogs warn is wide open to abuse. These slush funds are totally unaccountable. 

It's not how public dollars should be doled out, senior policy adviser Rachael Fauss of Reinvent 

Albany said Friday. It is always how they have been doled out, they haven’t changed one iota. 

Kathy Hochul hasn't simply blurred the line between governing and campaigning, she's completely 

erased it, remarked state Senate Minority Leader Will Barclay. What has changed is; people 

questioning it, more of that has to unfold. If we collectively do that, they will buckle, because they 

cannot handle or control large volumes making them accountable. Another nonpartisan nonprofit, 

the Citizens Budget Commission, said the cash will go to projects and purposes that primarily will 

be identified behind closed doors. As such, they are ripe for political allocation rather than a 

distribution based on sound, holistic capital planning that addresses critical infrastructure needs, 

the CBC wrote in a July analysis. The group also noted that the $535 million poured into two of 

three lump sum spending programs, the Long Island Investment Fund and the Local Community 

Assistance Program can be spent for essentially any purpose and isn't subject to any agreement 

with the Legislature. Sounds like another bail out for cronies again. In recent weeks, Hochul 

announced two expenditures that squarely targeted the Long Island home base of Lee Zeldin, an 

outgoing, four-term US representative. It is no surprise that Zeldin like Hochul is born in and born 

to. Zeldin spoke highly of the Abraham Accords and nominated Jared Kushner and Avi 

Berkowitz for a Nobel Peace Prize for their work on the agreement. Jared Kushner for a peace 

prize? Seriously you can’t make this stuff up. One provided $50 million in funding for a 

competition to attract and grow companies in the life sciences, health technology and medical 

device sectors on Long Island. The other awarded a $10 million grant to the Northwell Health 

network's Feinstein Institutes for Medical Research for 26 new, state-of-the-art laboratories in 

Manhasset. We have had enough of medical Sciences and devices thank you very much, all should 

be defunded not line their pockets again. Feinstein Institute it should be noted is ran by Lewis 

Ranieri, it was he who invented the mortgage securities and bonds scam. Hochul touted both 

initiatives on the state's official website, which also says that the Long Island Investment Fund will 

focus on large-scale projects that will support and grow the regional economy, enhance 
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communities, and have lasting impacts across the Long Island region. And on Sept. 27, Hochul 

was joined at a news conference about the Feinstein Institutes funding by state Sen. Anna Kaplan, 

who is another born to person, nice little club they have going on over there. Nice to see it is getting 

exposed a lot more though, and would be controversial but truth, if some of them started to pipe 

up on the obvious Jewish connections to fraud and corruption. 

 

Here is a very interesting opening line, and something we have stated many times. Listen closely 

to the overlaps and their efforts to follow it. After the Canadian deputy prime minister's declaration 

in Washington, D.C. last week, that the end of history has itself now officially come to an 

end, Chrystia Freeland is bringing her message home to Canadians. But as Freeland announced, 

that we must abandon the optimism that post-communist countries would gradually turn into 

healthy democracies and good global citizens, some critics were warning that she was helping to 

widen a new great divide in trade and politics that may not be as favorable to Canada as the original 

Cold War. In a speech to the Brookings Institution on Oct. 11 that is still making waves around 

the world, called variously, though not by her, a manifesto or the Freeland Doctrine, the deputy 

PM and finance minister laid out groundwork for a new global trade regime. Using Russia's Feb. 

24 invasion of Ukraine as a jumping-off point, Freeland's proposition titled; How Democracies 

Can Shape a Changed Global Economy; insists that we should stop supporting autocracies such 

as Russia and China and focus on trade and investment in the countries of our democratic allies. 

Parts of the idea including the friend-shoring proposed by U.S. Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen, as 

a solution to supply chain problems, are not entirely new. But in an impassioned and 

rational presentation to a collection of global policy wonks, Freeland sketched a blueprint for how 

Canada and its allies must respond to the world's latest crop of autocrats. This week, Freeland is 

following up her Washington talk with speeches across Canada, the first on Monday in Gatineau, 

Quebec, expanding on how her global plan will affect Canadian workers and livelihoods as 

inflation lingers and the world appears to be heading into recession. While many trade experts 

have warned in the past that pulling away from Western dependence on Chinese manufacturing 

and Russian energy will create economic pain, Freeland said it is also a rare chance for a departure 

from the status quo. How very interesting she comes up with that, just after our Blueprint. Which 

is a blueprint for everybody, not select greed based psychopaths. His story is at an end she said, 

indeed it is, now to turn into our story. Where trade will be trade, not restrictive or stipulative deals 

designed to force other countries into debt, or buy war machines from the developed countries 

either. This also reveals their panic to fix things before people notice anything, all of which further 

emphasizes what the Blueprint is all about. 

 

The Latter Day Saints church of the Mormon’s is not just raising ire and concern in THI it seems. 

As an investigation of them and their role as a charity and the collection of tithes, is raising serious 

questioning of them in Australia and also Canada. The Mormon church collected AUS$100M in 

tithes and donations in Australia, yet paid out a total of AUS $7810. The TPC gave more out last 

year than that, and we get less than $20K in per year. Again, it is nice to see others calling these 

greed based harvesters out now. 
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 MEDICAL: Good news from New York and their justice system, seems like they have worked 

out what went on was wrong as well. Also echoes one of our blueprint solutions. New York City's 

Covid vaccination mandate for municipal workers was arbitrary and capricious, and those who 

were fired over it should be reinstated, according to a judge's ruling made public on Tuesday. Judge 

Ralph Porzio in Staten Island cited President Joe Biden's recent declaration the pandemic was over 

and a decision by New York Gov. Kathy Hochul not to renew the state's Covid-19 emergency. The 

ruling came in a case brought by 16 sanitation workers who were fired earlier this year over their 

refusal to get vaccinated, but who claimed they had natural immunity because of prior infections. 

Though vaccination should be encouraged, public employees should not have been terminated for 

their noncompliance, Porzio wrote in the ruling. It is time for the city of New York to do what is 

right and what is just. The ruling said the fired workers were to have been reinstated Tuesday and 

were entitled to back pay. The city is appealing. The city strongly disagrees with this ruling as the 

mandate is firmly grounded in law and is critical to New Yorkers' public health, a spokesman for 

the Law Department said in a statement. We continue to review the court's decision, which 

conflicts with numerous other rulings already upholding the mandate. The ruling said the vaccine 

requirement violated the sanitation workers' due process rights, along with the separation of 

powers. The judge also criticized a decision in March to exempt athletes, artists and performers. 

Granting exemptions for certain classes and selectively lifting vaccination orders, while 

maintaining others, is simply the definition of disparate treatment, the ruling said. These types of 

stories I expect to repeat and increase over the coming year, and will lead to a lot of anger within 

the masses. With Justices now seeing through it, it augurs well for perhaps full disclosure of the 

Covid scam in the coming 12 months. Too much of the truth is out now, to put pandora back in 

the box. 

 

Finally a report on the damage the Covid scam has done one people in prison. A further sorry tale 

of abuse, forced vaccination and coercion has gone on in prisons before the vaccines, but clearly 

escalated during the scam. In a recent federal report, the U.S. Department of Justice tallied prisoner 

and staff infections across the U.S. The numbers are part of an assessment of the impact of Covid-

19 on both state and federal prisons. Between March 1, 2020 and February 28, 2021, 28 prisoners 

in New Mexico were reported as having died of a Covid-19-caused death or a death where Covid-

19 was confirmed as a significant factor, according to DOJ statistics. All of those prisoners were 

male. In that same time frame, New Mexico reported a total of 3,716 Covid deaths statewide. 

According to DOJ stats, New Mexico’s prison population hovered between 6,843 and 5,942 

prisoners between the last day of February 2020 through the end of February 2021. The numbers 

don’t doesn’t include prisoners held in local jails. With 28 Covid-19 deaths in New Mexico prisons 

during the DOJ’s measured time frame, New Mexico had 3.2 deaths per 1,000 prisoners in custody. 

That means the state tied with Michigan for the state with the highest Covid-19 death rate between 

March 1, 2020 and February 28, 2021. However, DOJ data shows far more inmates died of Covid 

or Covid-complications in other state prisons across the U.S. For example, Texas topped the DOJ’s 

list with 255 Covid-related inmate deaths, the dreaded 33rd parallel of deaths again. California saw 
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219 deaths, Florida charted 213 and Pennsylvania saw 125. The DOJ wasn’t able to present 

complete data on all states. A few states lacked reportable data. New Mexico had the highest 

Covid-19 infection rate among correctional staff, the report shows. Nearly two thirds of all staff 

tested positive for Covid-19 during the reporting period. In April 2020, Governor Michelle Lujan 

Grisham issued an executive order directing the New Mexico’s Corrections Department to release 

some prisoners early in order to slow the spread of Covid-19. In addition, the state temporarily 

suspended some visits from visitors and inmate transfers. The order required that prisoners 

released be no more than 30 days away from their scheduled release date (i.e. they had to serve 

most of their sentence), had a parole plan in place, and we’re not be a sex offender, convicted of a 

felony DWI, and not serving time for domestic abuse, assault on a peace officer or a firearms 

enhancement. Under those conditions, New Mexico released more than 680 inmates on an 

expedited timeline between April 2020 and August 2022. More unnecessary deaths, more have 

died and been injured by the jabs, than the original disease now. Despite the media, politicians and 

fake medical experts saying to the contrary. 

 

With the coming winter of discontent looming on the horizon, beware them speaking of other 

strains and viruses. Why? because they will have to somehow keep a lid on the increased deaths. 

 

SOCIETY NEWS: Last week we mentioned the 14th Amendment, here is the list of the 5 sections 

it entails. Fourteenth Amendment: Section 1 All persons born or naturalized in the United States, 

and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein 

they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or 

immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty 

or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal 

protection of the laws. Citizens means under the jurisdiction of the United Nations, not the United 

States. Section 2 Representatives shall be apportioned among the several States according to their 

respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each State, excluding Indians not 

taxed. But when the right to vote at any election for the choice of electors for President and Vice-

President of the United States, Representatives in Congress, the Executive and Judicial officers of 

a State, or the members of the Legislature thereof, is denied to any of the male inhabitants of such 

State, being twenty-one years of age, and citizens of the United States, or in any way abridged, 

except for participation in rebellion, or other crime, the basis of representation therein shall be 

reduced in the proportion which the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number 

of male citizens twenty-one years of age in such State. Indians not taxed? How interesting is that, 

one has to ask why? Male only voting? How times have changed on that item, pity that politics 

didn’t change as well. Section 3 No person shall be a Senator or Representative in Congress, or 

elector of President and Vice-President, or hold any office, civil or military, under the United 

States, or under any State, who, having previously taken an oath, as a member of Congress, or as 

an officer of the United States, or as a member of any State legislature, or as an executive or 

judicial officer of any State, to support the Constitution of the United States, shall have engaged 

in insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given aid or comfort to the enemies thereof. But 
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Congress may by a vote of two-thirds of each House, remove such disability. Interesting thinking 

back then, they were worried about former insurrectionists taking over, presumably related to the 

Confederates. Yet, conveniently fail to recognize the oath to uphold British law on American soil, 

and receive titles of nobility for doing so. That is in relation to all the legal people, by rights they 

should be BARred (pardon the pun). Section 4 The validity of the public debt of the United States, 

authorized by law, including debts incurred for payment of pensions and bounties for services in 

suppressing insurrection or rebellion, shall not be questioned. But neither the United States nor 

any State shall assume or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of insurrection or rebellion 

against the United States, or any claim for the loss or emancipation of any slave; but all such debts, 

obligations and claims shall be held illegal and void. Another interesting topic, clearly they were 

worried when they wrote that as well. In other words, we go to war and the public pay, and for 

good measure it can’t be questioned. All claims for debts against the United States or any State are 

not liable, why? because they made the people pay instead. Section 5 The Congress shall have the 

power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article. Congress have done 

nothing but cheat the American public since the introduction of the Federal Reserve. 

 

A mini expose of sorts that covers something we have exposed within our shows, and again it 

shows more and more people are beginning to question everything now. This is about the clown 

level Universities, that spawned occult based groups like Skull and Bones and has been a hive of 

nefarious activities done by the intelligence agencies. It is more than interesting who they are 

challenging, and in particular of how the youth are seeing who and what the problems are. If only 

the adults would, we could end this tyranny and nonsense before the end of this year. It also shows 

how Yale and Harvard apologists end up writing pieces to defend them, when if the full truth 

behind these Institutions are revealed, few will want to attend there ever again. The reports says; 

But the controversies are bad: speakers being shouted down at law school events; scholars 

suspended or fired; student groups at Berkeley Law announcing that they will no longer host 

speakers who support the existence of Israel; and so on. There has been a parade of bewildering 

scandals at my own alma mater, Yale Law School: the police called to escort speakers from the 

building to protect them from student protestors; plans to deny financial aid to students who work 

at allegedly discriminatory religious nonprofits; administrators persecuting a conservative student 

group and threatening a student’s career over the allegedly offensive words trap house. Early use 

of the term trap house became interchangeable with the term crack house. A trap house is a general 

term for a drug house and is typically associated with being located in a bad neighborhood.  Judge 

James Ho of the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals has had enough, and he announced last month that 

he will no longer hire clerks from Yale. He was soon joined by Judge Lisa Branch of the 11th 

Circuit and a dozen anonymous judges who believe Yale Law no longer protects free speech. 

Speech is only free when you go along with the authority approved narrative, because when people 

do apply their free speech and it is not approved, in step these Cohens to interfere with it. So, is 

there actually free speech? Yes, but be prepared if it is not approved by the mistranslationists and 

the revisionists of his story, to be denigrated, banned and shunned from society. Aren’t these judges 

fighting against cancel culture by canceling a law school? But before we’re too critical, we should 
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understand the problem the boycotters are trying to solve. Here’s a fun fact, at least if you went to 

Harvard or Yale: from 1972 through 2016, not a single presidential election passed without a Yale 

or Harvard alum nominated to a major-party ticket. The list: Sargent Shriver, Gerald Ford, George 

H.W. Bush, Michael Dukakis, Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, Al Gore, Joe Lieberman, John Kerry, 

Barack Obama, Mitt Romney, Hillary Clinton. Joe Biden did not go to Yale Law School, but his 

son Hunter did. The Supreme Court is also a Yale-Harvard affair; currently the two law schools 

claim four justices apiece. In the past 40 years, only a single Justice was appointed who never 

attended Harvard or Yale. That is Amy Coney Barrett, who had to run the gauntlet and barrage 

against her appointment. The famous people are only the tip of the iceberg. Look below the 

waterline, and you’ll see half the Supreme Court’s clerks coming from Yale and Harvard law 

schools, and a third of America’s law professors. The judiciary, the White House counsel’s office, 

the legal advisors of executive departments and congressional committees, the law thinkers at think 

tanks, the blawgers, the top lawyers at top firms. These people form an elite layer of legal minds 

that collectively produces the dominant legal culture, deciding what is thinkable and sayable at the 

highest levels of legal controversy. Nearly all of them have been shaped by Harvard and Yale, 

either attending Harvard or Yale themselves, or having mentors and peers who did, or at least 

studying ideas that Yale and Harvard played important roles in developing. Originalism? First 

articulated by Yale Law professor Robert Bork and spread by the Federalist Society, which held 

its inaugural conference in 1982 at Yale. Critical race theory? An offspring of the critical legal 

studies movement most famously associated with Harvard. When institutions like these go bad, 

sooner or later we all feel the consequences. So, if you’re a judge alarmed by intolerance and 

bigotry taking over the heart of the legal academy, what can you do? The boycotters’ answer: 

ostracize! Condemn, call down bad press, and use your little bit of market power to punish Yale 

Law students for their association with the school that did the bad things. After all, every time the 

judges hire a clerk from Yale, they confirm the school’s prestige and help it attract students. If 

Yale is trying to put the whole legal profession in an ideological straitjacket, shouldn’t the judges 

withdraw their support and tell students to do the same? If that answer sounds familiar, it’s because 

we’ve heard something similar from the purveyors of cancel culture themselves. You can’t stop 

people from doing evil things, says the canceler, but you don’t have to associate with the ones who 

do. And if enough of you call them out, you might deny them a platform. You might separate them 

from the powerful institutions that enable their bad behavior. You might hurt them enough to 

discourage others from following their example. In a word, you might hold them accountable. It 

works sometimes, it may even have worked at Yale, slightly, despite the small number of judges 

involved. After Ho’s boycott hit the news, Yale released a statement touting its commitment to 

free speech, and some progressives aren’t happy about it. So, cancel culture gives you influence. 

But at what cost? Although everyone in the legal elite is influenced to some degree by Yale and 

Harvard, the reverse is not true, not everyone who goes to Yale or Harvard is a world-shaping elite. 

Most of them are just lawyers, people who will spend their careers in a public defender’s office or 

advising large companies on the minutiae of securities law. And during a judicial clerkship, not 

much time is spent on hot political issues. For the most part, clerks are just clerks: researching case 

law, reviewing evidence, puzzling out whether some drug dealer’s sentence should be 60 months 
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or 48. But now these aspiring just-clerks and just-lawyers are being asked to take sides. By going 

to Yale Law School, future students will be siding with Yale and against the boycotting judges, 

even though there are a hundred good reasons for going to Yale that have nothing to do with the 

controversy. I can think of many reasons not to go to there, just as easily. By clerking for Ho or 

Branch, even though the work has nothing to do with the boycott, students will associate 

themselves with the judges’ criticism of Yale. Here comes the panic appeal, because you see, the 

cancel culture only applies to the general populace, not elitists and think tank clowns. Either 

decision will be on their permanent record, something they might get canceled for if they catch the 

wrong person’s attention. I’ve already seen conservative websites announcing plans to ostracize 

any lawyer who enrolls at Yale after this year. I suspect that particular bit of ostracism won’t stick, 

but still, normal people looking for a normal life want nothing to do with this sort of thing. How 

many will simply wash their hands of it all and abandon the profession to the activists? How many 

law students of differing views will fail to befriend each other, for fear of guilt by association? Or 

because, thanks to ideological segregation, they simply never meet? As to the judges themselves, 

their impartiality will be doubted. I don’t believe the doubts will be justified, but even so, how 

many progressive appellants, when Ho or Branch rules against them, will wonder whether this 

publicly conservative judge gave them a fair appeal? These are the costs of cancel culture, even 

genteel cancel culture like the judges’ boycott, even cancel culture in a good cause like free speech. 

It leads to division, distrust and the politicization of institutions that have important apolitical work 

to do. Erm I beg to differ, because if they were of value, we would see a better world and country, 

the stark answer is we don’t. Maybe sometimes it’s worth it, maybe sometimes society can afford 

the costs. But in our divided, distrustful, hyper politicized day, I have my doubts. Protecting the 

indefensible as there is no evidence these Institutions produce anything but EL-ites and harvesters. 

An over-priced pathway to the dark practices of the occult forces, in exchange for selling out your 

morals, principles and in some cases, souls. And for what? To look or be important, get loads of 

money whilst many have none. The top and bottom line of it all is, these EL-itist Universities 

encourage greed and service to self only. 

 

To people who still believe in Elon Musk here is something he said with his own words 1. Buy 

Twitter and 2 Copy ‘WeChat’! So what is we chat? WeChat is China’s most popular social media 

platform. It combines social media, digital identity, vaccination and medical status, criminal 

history, tracking and surveillance, digital currency, shopping, carbon footprint, and is their major 

input into the Chinese Social Credit Score. Clowns in panic and the technology game is unfolding. 

Simple solution, don’t participate. Just leave the bots to join it and experience the tyranny. Is it 

social media or social engineering? 

 

EXPOSE: We have covered religion fairly extensively in our shows, and I appreciate everyone is 

not in agreement with my opinions and that is ok for me. Information is based to me on what makes 

sense and what doesn’t. Does the narrative hold up to critical thinking and questioning? Science 

and theology have found many ways to fit their pre-determined narrative into a story, but when 

the story falls apart, they call it an allegory. All of which means it is not real, they can’t have it 
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both ways. We have covered as to how Christianity, Protestants, Methodist, Baptist, Episcopal and 

all the other variants of it, have all been derived from the Hebrew flavoring of religion. The point 

is, in scriptures the entity known as Jesus was barely referenced until 300 plus years later, when a 

name or deity was decided to carry out a new religious path at the Council of Nicaea. We covered 

the Lucifer rebellion period of war here in 22000BC was what brought the program of religion to 

this planet. Just last week we went deeper into the Melchizedek line, and that didn’t augur too well 

either. This piece covers the background to the modern day religions, of how it all unfolded. It 

should be remembered that in many pieces we have done, it contained various efforts of coercing 

the local populaces into this program. The Pilgrims or the grim pill is a better description, was the 

grim pill another City of Light pill? The Sephardic/Conquistadors also in the Americas, the 

Donmeh of Turkey, the Cat-holic church in many places, particularly supported by the East and 

West Indies Tea Companies. Whole swathes of religious people over periods of time were sent 

around the world to subjugate people and coerce them into their program. Nobody asks, why did 

they do that? Who gave anyone the right to force people into their beliefs? The birth certificate 

must have the child stamped with a religion, why? is it not something the child should subscribe 

to at aged 18? Whereby they make their own informed choices, except the church and their 

financial minions took that right away. Is that not a variant of Zionist Fascism? Is that really what 

the church stands for? Do the churches themselves not give you a pointer that they are not as they 

make out? A classic case of observe not absorb unfolds in overview. Two of the hooks that entrap 

you in the Astral field, are money and sex, both of which are heavily prevalent in the abuses by 

the churches and their disciples. The other two hooks are drugs and alcohol, given the church runs 

the original mafia, be it Templar or the Italian mob who were involved in drugs, and it was the 

religious bodies that introduced wine, whilst bizarrely asking their congregation to drink the blood 

of Christ. That in essence is consenting to vampirism. The fifth hook was religion itself. The early 

days of Christianity were quite complex. There were numerous beliefs, interpretations, and 

schisms. Most of them died out after Christianity and the Church, mainly Catholic as an institution 

were set up. The people who founded these sects were known as Gnostics. They believed they held 

a secret knowledge about God and the divine, held different views of Jesus and his teachings, and 

many of their texts were destroyed as they were considered heretic by the early Church. This led 

to the belief that, the Gnostics were the real teachers because the church destroyed them. But that 

is the dualistic approach, that is echoed around the Alt media that because A is exposing B, means 

A is ok. But what about C? the triality? Your choice, belief and opinion? What if the answer is 

neither? Many of these differing sects had good values or understanding in many parts as you will 

see, but ultimately it is still a program. Arianism: Was born from the teachings of Cyrenaic 

presbyter and priest Arius. Their beliefs were fairly similar to those of the early Church, except 

they believed Jesus to be lesser than God. The idea was officially declared a heresy at the First 

Council of Nicaea in 325 CE. Arius did get some support from Roman emperors, but 

then Catholicism was introduced as the official religion and Arianism died out. Arian is spelt with 

an I, and is not related to the Aryans as I understand it. Adoptionism: While its origins date back 

to the 2nd century, it was not until the 8th century that a Spanish bishop called Elipandus began 

promoting it. Essentially, Adoptionist’s believed that Jesus was just a man, who was born without 
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divinity. But he was rewarded for being sinless through baptism and consequentially became an 

adopted son of God. The movement was eventually dismissed as heresy and the sect came to an 

end. Novatianism: Novatians rejected the Catholic Church idea that lapsed Christians, those who 

submitted to Rome's pressure and made a public sacrifice, denouncing their faith, should be 

allowed back into the Church. The movement was kick-started by Roman priest Novatian, who 

disagreed with Pope Cornelius and became an antipope. The sect ended up losing strength and 

died out. Nova means new, and so was just a new idea or variant. Docetism: Docetism believed 

the Jesus Christ did not have a real human body. Instead, it was all an illusion, an appearance. This 

is because the human body could be corrupted, so Jesus could never be a mortal man. Docetism 

was one of the first Gnostic sects, dating back to the end of the first century. There's a criticism of 

their schism in the Bible, too. This is how you can recognize the Spirit of God: Every spirit that 

acknowledges that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is from God, but every spirit that does not 

acknowledge Jesus is not from God. This is the spirit of the antichrist, which you have heard is 

coming and even now is already in the world, (John 4:2-3). A case of, if you don’t believe what 

they believe, you are the anti-Christ. Hardly a free will choice is it? Pro pagan da in the bible, 

discounting other people’s beliefs? All very MSM media tactics that is it not? Donatism: Caecilian 

was elected bishop of Carthage in the 4th century, and was consecrated by a traditor bishop, 

traditors were those who handed over the scriptures during the Roman persecution. Remember it 

was revealed that the “Romans” of this time were the Draco. Perhaps explains why everything 

appeared to be draconian, including their actual law of the same name. Caecilian was opposed by 

Majorinus of Carthage and by those who didn't forgive the traditors. Majorinus tried to get their 

sect recognized by Constantine, but then St. Augustine rose to power and it was all over for the 

Donatist schism. The Encratites: This sect's name comes from the Greek word for continence. 

Continence means to self-restraint and moderation, good job it wasn’t incontinence otherwise no 

one would depend on them!! It can be traced back to the 2nd century and a man named Tatian. 

The Encratites would not engage in sex and they were even opposed to marriage. The Encratites 

also didn't eat meat nor did they consume alcohol. Theodosius the Great eventually outlawed the 

sect and they died out. The Naassenes: This Gnostic sect dates back to the 2nd century. The 

Naassenes claimed that they followed the teachings of Jesus' brother, James the Just. According to 

Christian theologian Hippolytus, the Naassenes celebrated a serpent. Their doctrine was 

supposedly delivered by Mariamne, a disciple of James the Just. Naassenes sounds all very similar 

to the Essenes, maybe it was another branch off tactic, that became all too familiar in the Cosmic 

Genetic series. James the Just, is yet again a British style name, which should raise questions as to 

why? Celebrated a serpent? is all very snake worshipping of the group of Set. This won’t be the 

last of these sects that worshipped the snake either. With so many of these sects immersed in the 

worship of the snake, does anyone ask the obvious question: was their god a snake or serpent? 

What is also interesting is and related to the Cosmic Genetics shows is, where it said; their doctrine 

was supposedly delivered by Mariamne. Which is all very similar again to Miriam, who was said 

to be the half-sister of Jesheua 12, and a former life of Ashayne Dean. Catharism: Catharism dates 

back to 11th-century Western Europe. Which coincides with the Radomir and Mary Magdelene 

story, spoken of Nicolai Levashov. They believed God created the spiritual world and Satan the 
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material world. Salvation would only occur through a baptism-like ritual known 

as consolamentum. Consolamentum called heretication by its Catholic opponents was the 

unique sacrament of the Cathars. Cathars believed in original sin, and like the Gnostics believed 

temporal pleasure to be sinful or unwise. The process of living thus inevitably incurred regret that 

required consolation to move nearer to God or to approach heaven. It occurred only twice in a 

lifetime: upon confirmation in the faith and upon impending death. It was available to both men 

and women who made a commitment to the faith. Following the ceremony the consoled individual 

became a Cathar Perfect or Parfait. According to the Albigenses and other Cathars, 

the consolamentum was an immersion or baptism in the Holy Spirit. It implied reception of all 

spiritual gifts including absolution from sin, spiritual regeneration, the power to preach and 

elevation to a higher plane of perfection. Not sure perfection is an ultimate goal, it implies you 

have nothing to learn. The rest of the narrative is no better in my opinion. The Cathari believed the 

soul was a genderless angel, condemned by Satan to reincarnate. They did not eat meat or touch 

members of the opposite sex. The movement was particularly strong in southern France, where 

you can still find many Cathar castles. Bogomilism: This sect hails from Bulgaria and is more 

recent, dating back to the 10th century. It believed that God had two sons: Satanael and Michael. 

Satanael rebelled, came to Earth, and created the human body and the material world. For his part, 

Michael is the divine one, who created the human soul. The same dualistic approach that has served 

no one well. Michael fell as well, so from that perspective who is good and who is bad? Bogomils 

were against the display of wealth in churches and embraced a humble lifestyle. They didn't 

consume alcohol, have sex or eat meat. Bogomils opposed priesthood, baptism and material relics 

such as crosses. The movement eventually died out in the 16th century, although there are still 

some vestiges, such as the tombstone in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Cainites: As the name 

indicates, the Cainites were dedicated to Adam and Eve’s son Cain, who was punished unjustly by 

God. The Cainites believed that the creation of the world was actually an act of evil, so that humans 

could not attain the divine. Which sounds all very Black Sun to me. They also believed that Judas 

Iscariot didn't betray Jesus. Instead, he just followed his orders. If you want to learn more about it, 

the gnostic text Gospel of Judas contains alleged conversations between Jesus and Judas. As for 

the sect, they didn't last long during the 2nd century. Phibionites: The Phibionites, also known as 

Borborites, had some really bizarre rituals of sexual sacramentalism. These would involve the 

consumption of menstrual blood and semen, which was an example of the blood and body of 

Christ. What a bizarre ritual that is? Seriously where do people come up with this stuff? All of 

which was taken up by the Cat Holic church. Simonians: This sect drew their doctrine from Simon 

Magus the Magician, who is considered a heretic and was famously challenged by Paul the Apostle 

in Acts 8:9–24. They were accused of using magic, and were around from the 2nd to the 4th 

century. One has to ask; is this Simon group the origin of one of the Apostles? Montanists: Also 

called the New Prophecy, Montanists could be considered the forerunner of modern 

Pentecostalism, given their emphasis on the Holy Spirit and in speaking in tongues. They spread 

the idea that the second coming of Christ was imminent, encouraging asceticism and martyrdom. 

Montanists were eventually considered heretics and prosecuted. Marcionites: The Marcionites 

were followers of Marcion of Pontus. He rejected the Jewish God Yahweh, claiming he was not 
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the father of Jesus. In fact, Marcion rejected any Jewish texts that would become the Old 

Testament. He believed Paul was the only true apostle, encouraged celibacy and forbade marriage. 

He like other Gnostics, he believed Jesus was never human. He seemed to have a lot of things 

correct, we will find out more on Marcion in a later show. Carpocratians: Unlike traditional 

Christians, Carpocrates championed libertinism and believed in reincarnation. The Secret Gospel 

of Mark, discovered in the 20th century, offers some insight into their beliefs. Marcosians: The 

Marcosians were led by a teacher named Marcus. They believed in numerology and letter theory. 

Their theory of numbers was inspired by the Pythagoreans, and they assigned letters to numbers. 

E.g. "Jesus" corresponds to 888, which is obtained by adding up all 24 letters of the Greek alphabet. 

888? The three loops, is it connected? Valentinians: Valentinians followed the teachings of Gnostic 

theologian Valentinus. He believed in an androgynous Primal Being, with both male and female 

aspects. The Gospel of Truth, written by the Valentinians, offers more insight about their beliefs. 

Basilideans: The Basilideans were the followers of Basilides of Alexandria. They were dualists 

and emanationists, meaning matter and spirit were separate and opposing forces. Jesus was a divine 

being with no physical body, so he could not be crucified. Basilideans believed Jesus swapped 

positions and appearance with Simon of Cyrene, who was crucified in his place. Maybe some truth 

was inserted in their narrative. Ophites The Ophites are named after a snake, and indeed their 

eucharist included a snake. They believed that the serpent that temped Eve was actually the hero. 

This is because the creation God wanted to dominate Adam and Eve by withholding them of 

knowledge. Sometimes the darkness can show you the light applies here. Too few have asked why 

God would deny his alleged creations, knowledge? Sethians: The Sethians were big fans of Seth, 

the third son of Adam and Eve. They wrote the Apocryphon or the Secret Book of John. They 

make reference to an Unknown God, with male and female aspects. Seth was also the subject of 

channeled material back in the early days of the Alt Media. Seth lived for 912 years, how is that 

possible, unless he was not one of us. Seth is also a derivative of the entity known as Set, the snake 

heads. Notice how many of these sects and their names were created by the one person of the same 

name? That is ego rearing its head again, all about the singular one and how their idea is better 

than everyone else’s. Something we at THI and TPC are endeavoring to correct, why? because the 

singular clearly doesn’t work. We often hear the word in these types of texts stated as heresy, but 

what does it actually mean? Heresy: a doctrine or opinion at variance with established standards 

or an opinion of private men different from that of the Cat holic and orthodox church, c. 1200. 

From Old French heresie, eresie heresy, and by extension sodomy and immorality 12c. From 

Latin hæresis, school of thought, philosophical sect. The Latin word is from Greek hairesis a 

taking or choosing for oneself. And that is why it was declared bad, can’t have people making their 

own free will choice now can we? Who imposed the non-free will choices? The churches, says it 

all really. The Greek word was used by Church writers in reference to various sects, schools, etc. 

in the New Testament: the Sadducees, the Pharisees and even the Christians, as sects of Judaism. 

Which reveals it even better, Sadducees and Pharisees were psychopaths plotting evil and 

destruction. Notice it mentioned they and Christendom were sects of Judaism. The latter of which 

is probably along with its partner Zionism, is the worst of all ism’s on this planet. For people who 

have had many lifetimes here, all will have been touched by the program of religion at some point. 
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It runs deep in everyone’s psyche, just like the MK Ultra program. In the TV series from 2009, the 

V’s called it the bliss a reptilian based mind control program again. In the Stargate series the Ori 

turned it into a mind control program. Also in Stargate it revealed the Grey’s and Thor did not 

want to give up the lie, and reveal they were not the god or gods. The reply was: the people are not 

ready yet. Many millions of people have died for this program and continue to live in fear because 

of it. Yet too few questions it; in overview it is illogical. Riddled with the most bizarre conspiracy 

theories ever created, yet gets a free pass when questioned upon it. Religion is a child level, mind 

control, savior based fear program, and all too often accepted by the people, who clearly have no 

mind of their own and just follow the script. One of the most common retorts we in the alt media 

have had to face is, the where is the or your proof? If only those questions were asked in relation 

to everything else, then we might have got somewhere much faster. 

 

OTHER PIECES: GPS interference in Texas has spread from the Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan 

Area to now east and west regions of Waco, Texas. Which officials said the runway at Dallas-Fort 

Worth International Airport has been closed, after aviation authorities said GPS signals there aren't 

reliable. The FAA said it was investigating GPS signal degradation in the metro area and looking 

closely to see if this could be due to possible jamming of the global-positioning system. Is it a GPS 

loss or the movement of the planet? 

 

 At least 151 people have died in a crush as huge Halloween crowds surged into a narrow street in 

South Korea's capital, Seoul, officials say. 

 

At least another 82 were injured in the incident in the Itaewon nightlife area which was holding its 

first unmasked Halloween celebrations since Covid. 

 

Reports describe a desperate scene of people caught up in the crush piling on top of each other. 

 

Most of the dead were teenagers or in their 20s. Nineteen were foreigners. 

 

The cause of the disaster is still being established. 

 

After holding an emergency meeting, South Korea's President, Yoon Suk-yeol, ordered a task force 

to be set up to help treat the injured. He also launched an investigation into the cause of the crush. 

 

With the death toll as it stands, this is the deadliest disaster in South Korea since 2014, when the 

Sewol ferry sank killing more than 300 people. Given the timing of the event and the fact it was a 

Halloween celebration, was this a mass ritual sacrifice event? If it was, those who organized or 

took part in it, will now face consequence of actions, as revealed in the last show. 

 

 The name of Diwali Sunak has been raised recently, although perhaps not so much in America. 

Diwali is the festival that is widely associated with Lakshmi, goddess of prosperity and Ganesha, 
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god of wisdom and the remover of obstacles, with many other regional traditions connecting the 

holiday to Sita and Rama, Durga, Hanuman, Kubera, Yama, Yami, the delightfully named 

Dhanvantarior Vishvakarman, plus the more recognizable names of Krishna, Vishnu, Shiva and 

the Kali Ma the dark mother. We covered Lakshmi in FHSTOS 8A when we said this: Sri, as in 

Sri Lanka, is a polite address and it also means veneration of a deity known as Lakshmi, who was 

the consort of Vishnu, depicted as having four arms, which maybe suggestive of an Avatar or walk 

in. It is funny how people because they are told to do so, worship beings which are not humans 

with clear vessel deformities, like the 4 arms, and yet people ridicule and make fun of other people 

with disabilities. The five-day celebration is observed every year in early autumn after the 

conclusion of the summer harvest. It coincides with the new moon amāvasyā, and is deemed the 

darkest night of the Hindu lunisolar calendar. Which is suggestive of the moon cult again. So 

Diwali is the darkest night, which means Black. Sunak, when the word is split Sun is one. But ak 

stands for many things like acknowledge, aga Khan and the obvious links to that name, all knowing 

in relation to all seeing eye and also ascension kit. From Diwali derives black, Sun – ak derives 

sun and acknowledgement. Black Sun acknowledgement has just been inserted as the UK prime 

minister. Cohencidence? 

 

Upon researching about El, it came up a passage with the word gisb al tur, which was very close 

to the word Gibraltar. I pondered whether it was gibr altar Gib is the name of a male cat, 

specifically a castrated cat. GIBR is the name of the Apple product called the Magic Mouse. The 

cat and the mouse. Another term is Gibiru, which is a private search engine, notice there are two 

references now to computer terminology? Gibiru is known as the virtual mirage. Which is another 

of their double words that actual mean the same. Virtual; almost or nearly as described, but not 

completely or according to strict definition. Mirage: is a naturally-occurring optical phenomenon 

in which light rays bend via refraction to produce a displaced image of distant objects or the sky. 

Neither are real and it all becomes an illusion. Incidentally, Microsoft have their own version called 

the virtual box, which is a cube with the letter M on it. M likely stands for Marduk, like IBM, I be 

Marduk, we have the guru chant of om, is that O Marduk? then we have the new term called OMG, 

is that oh Marduk god? Gibraltar has been fought over for a long time, again like Palestine it 

involves the British, or B’nai B’rithish. It doesn’t look good when we know the past and the term 

altar, but who or what is gibr to have an altar? Then we come to another connection and country, 

that is heavily controlled by the former church army, the Knights of the Templar. That country is 

Malta, the Knights of Malta, does that mean the altar of M? Two other countries when analyzing 

them could also have an ancient past names inserted into them. Cyprus, is another fought over 

island, is it Cyrus with an added P, like Prussia was Russia with an added P. 

 

Israel rabbis and the like often speak of 70 Nations, which is not countries per se, but I believe it 

is races. The question is; which and who are these races? But researching the Elkunirsa story and 

Asherah I unearthed another connection to the 70. Asherah was proclaimed as the mother of all 

gods, their number? 70. So, are these fake gods numbering 70, declaring themselves as a whole 

race of beings now? Their ego and arrogance I would not put it past them. But, the Jewish scholars 
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needs to tell their people the real truth about the Jewish/Hebrew religion, and what they are actually 

worshipping. 

 

 I also came across some of the other interesting Hittite gods, that I feel reveals much. Remember 

we asked as to why all the countries those thrown out of the original Garden of Eden in India? 

How suddenly all the countries they stopped in, all ended up with names of istan? Remember India 

was once called Indistan. Here comes the god of the sun and of judgement, called Istanu. Another 

god or title is the Sun god of Heaven which is described as, the solar deity. After the cult of Ra 

took over, he declared himself the solar god, which then makes him the Logos. All of which was 

fake, he was never the Logos. The next title is of the Sun goddess of the Earth, known as the 

goddess of the underworld. Said to be the source of all evil, impurity and sickness on Earth. Are 

they describing the mother Earth they usurped? The goddess of the underworld is known as 

Persephone, who was trapped by Hades. Tilla – bull god, attendant and vehicle of the weather god 

Teshub (Hurrian) Is that related to Attila? Attila, frequently called Attila the Hun, was the ruler of 

the Huns from 434 until his death in March 453. He was also the leader of a tribal empire consisting 

of Huns, Ostrogoths, Alans, and Bulgars, among others, in Central and Eastern Europe. He is 

considered one of the most powerful rulers in world history. Alans came up as a race in the Cosmic 

Genetics series. During his reign, he was one of the most feared enemies of 

the Western and Eastern Roman Empires. He crossed the Danube twice and plundered 

the Balkans, but was unable to take Constantinople. His unsuccessful campaign in Persia was 

followed in 441 by an invasion of the Eastern Roman (Byzantine) Empire, the success of which 

emboldened Attila to invade the West. He also attempted to conquer Roman Gaul (modern 

France), crossing the Rhine in 451 and marching as far as Aurelianum (Orléans), before being 

stopped in the Battle of the Catalaunian Plains. He subsequently invaded Italy, devastating the 

northern provinces, but was unable to take Rome. He planned for further campaigns against 

the Romans, but died in 453. After Attila's death, his close adviser, Ardaric of the Gepids, led a 

Germanic revolt against Hunnic rule, after which the Hunnic Empire quickly collapsed. Attila 

lived on as a character in Germanic heroic legend. Certainly fits the description, warlike and almost 

of replica of Genghis Khan and his army to follow. Another of the Hittites gods will be all too 

familiar with THI members. Anu – primordial sky god. Final one is A'as – god of wisdom, derived 

from the Mesopotamian god Ea which is Enki, ass being the operative word. En means in or of, ki 

= key, meaning he was of the key, not in the key. The past piece of the lock and key brings more 

understanding to that. What a collection of bandits and harvesters that is. Another potential play 

on words which we covered Tuesday, was the Elkunirsa. Now the freemason style group have 

what is known as the Elk Lodge, and may bear some relation. We mentioned earlier about the word 

play having lots of reference to computers now, when it used to be the word meanings had a church 

connotation. Perhaps computer technology has now replaced the church, or perhaps it was all one 

and the same? An AI sky god who sits in the sky and judges everyone, replete with a cloud based 

system. Elk, uni which is short for universal and rsa, what is an rsa? A crypto based system. I 

suppose that is all a cohencidence as well. All names of the past, although many came into what 

was the future, but our future should never be determined by the past. We should not be going 
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back into time to pull pieces or entities into our future. They and the past is gone, lets create new 

names for the future, names not mired in suffering, scarcity, dogma and war. But names that 

provided the foundation for a brighter future for all who follow us. Life with progress is the future, 

life with regression is the past, and it must remain there. All of which is why you have to collect 

the pieces of you stuck in the past, before the end of the phasing and shifting event. 

 

ENDING PIECE: This piece will speak to us all in a very deep and lasting way. Ignore it at your 

own peril, is my advice, but each to their own devices always applies. It all comes down to the 

choices you make, and everyone is free to make them choices in life, despite the external tyranny 

artists, that reside not just in clown realms, but amongst we the people as well. The journey through 

life brings many hurdles, waves and barriers, and the great questions are; will you jump, surf and 

step over or through each of the three? or crash, rise and fall and eventually stall? These are the 

day to day challenges we all face, on all levels of learning. In shadow terms, you have never beaten 

it all, because A: it is not a game and B: there is always learning to do, in this and other lifetimes, 

until you get a greater perspective, understanding and being. There is no I have done all my shadow 

work, it is a learning open spiral curve, that goes into a new spiral, that is called progression. 

Shadow work done in the loop, never ends either, but on that level you are destined to repeat the 

same old failings. Perspective plays a large role and a member said this recently. My point is; that 

we are forced to perceive in ways that do not reflect reality. Once we manage our own perception 

everything changes. Good points, but often your own perception gets clouded by your own level 

of learning and thinking, and if matched with a lower level of shadow and inner work, that can 

bring a perception of reality, more virtual than real. The lower the level of learning and shadow 

work, the more you are in your head. The aptly named band title the Zombies said, feed your head, 

that was a clue that it was a mind control song. The head fights with you, like the double headed 

Janus, so which head is yours? In my observations those that talk about shadow and inner work a 

lot, are the ones who are actually not doing the work or not as much as they profess, because every 

time I have engaged or observed those types of people, they are the ones who eventually fall or 

transgress. So at that point one has to ask who is managing who’s perception? Is it the organic 

version of you or the machine? Often people fight battles externally with others, but that is the sign 

of internal struggles always. The battles, fighting, arguing, put downs and competitiveness, are all 

inner signs of turmoil from within. People can carry on denying it, but in observation mode it 

becomes obvious and indicative. We have all witnessed those types of people, and we have 

witnessed it within ourselves on our own journey of self-discovery. Those people cannot be helped 

until they realize they are the problem, their problem is within, not without. Only when the aptly 

named title of soul searching is completed, can wounds on the internal and external be mended. It 

all comes down to, do you operate within the heart or the head? The heart makes life simple - 

whilst the head complicates things. The heart balances everything – whilst the head swings wildly 

like a metronome. The heart all encompasses – whilst the head divides and conquers and is 

comparative and competitive. The heart brings balanced ego – whilst the head swings it from low 

self-worth to braggard. The heart has inner approval – whilst the head seeks external approval. The 

heart soothes everything – whilst the head battles and rages. The heart brings calmness – whilst 
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the head operates within the chaos realms. The heart knows when to let go of things – whilst the 

head holds on for dear life, often at great cost to the host. The heart doesn’t run or hide – whilst 

the head does both. The heart cannot be retarded – whilst the head can. The heart loves – whilst 

the head operates and is filled with fears. The heart speaks in melodic tones – whilst the head 

speaks in forked tongues. The heart has the music of the spheres – whilst the head has static and 

filled with reptilian chatter. In anagram, the heart is Earth and becomes your law, the head or brain 

is in BAR and their law. Brain is one letter short of binary, heart is the trinary. The heart can and 

will be hurt but it rebounds, but it self heals and becomes anew. The head can be hurt as well, but 

it never rebounds, it just crashes and then repeats the same programs. The heart brings more service 

to others, the head brings more service to self, why? because it can be controlled and if not checked, 

becomes someone else’s head. The heart only belongs to you, it can’t be controlled. These are the 

two choices we make, but isn’t that a binary choice Thomas? Where is the trinary? It can be thought 

of that way, but a little pondering on it can change that perception again. When you complete your 

own sword, the head becomes one with the third eye and the heart. There is your trinary, like the 

worlds in essence, the two becomes three, and then becomes the one.  

 

 


